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Air quality picking 
up in quarantined 
countries 
PARIS: Air quality is improving in countries under
coronavirus quarantines, experts say, but it is far too
early to speak of long-term change. Images by the US
space agency NASA are clear, in February the con-
centration of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) fell dramatically
in Wuhan, China, the epicenter of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, passing from an indicator that was red/orange
to blue. NO2 is mainly produced by vehicles, industrial
sites and thermal power stations.

As China moves past the peak of its crisis, however,
recent images by the European Space Agency (ESA)
show a resurgence in NO2 emissions. A striking
reduction has also been observed by the ESA in
northern Italy, which has been locked down to fight a
spread of the novel coronavirus, which causes
COVID-19. The European Environment Agency (EEA)
reports a similar change in Barcelona and Madrid,
where Spanish authorities issued confinement orders
in mid March.

‘Dramatic drop-off’ 
“NO2 is a short-lived pollutant, with a lifetime in

the atmosphere of about one day,” said Vincent-Henri
Peuch, from the EU earth surveillance program
Copernicus. “As a result, this pollutant stays near the
emissions sources and can be used as a proxy of the
intensity of activity in different sectors,” he told AFP.
Fei Liu, an air quality researcher at NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center, noted the change in China, say-
ing: “This is the first time I have seen such a dramatic
drop-off over such a wide area for a specific event.” 

Even during the economic crisis more than a
decade ago, the decrease in NO2 levels “was more
continuous in time,” according to EEA air quality spe-
cialist Alberto Gonzalez Ortiz. In northern Italy, “aver-
age NO2 concentration levels have been almost halved
on average,” Peuch remarked. The pollutant can pro-
voke serious inflammation of the respiratory system.

Long-term exposure
As for other countries or regions that have told

inhabitants to remain confined at home, notably
Argentina, Bavaria, Belgium, California, France and
Tunisia, specialists are poring over the data to see if
the trend is similar. 

Meanwhile, less NO2 does not necessarily mean
purer air. Beijing experienced episodes of pollution
owing to fine particles in February, NASA’s Earth
Observatory reported. The air in Paris was also rated
as moderately polluted Friday owing to the presence
of fine particles and NO2 even though the population
had already been confined at home for three days.
Peuch explained that the concentration of polluting
matter can vary with the weather. “Some emissions
sources, like energy production and residential use of
energy are likely not to be decreasing markedly when
more people have to stay at home,” he noted. The
concentration of so-called PM2.5 and PM10 particles
and carbon monoxide (CO) are “also expected to be
reducing over time,” Peuch said. These are a mixture
of minute solid particles and liquid droplets present in
the atmosphere with diameters of 2.5 and 10
micrometres (microns). —AFP

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump’s insis-
tence on speaking of a “Chinese virus” has a dark
historical precedent for some Asian Americans, who
say his word choice is fueling an at times violent
backlash. Speaking daily on the global coronavirus
pandemic, Trump has incessantly called COVID-19
the “Chinese virus,” with one photo even showing
his notes in which he had crossed out clinical terms
preferred by health professionals.

Asian American advocates say that such lan-
guage plays into centuries-old stereotypes of the
community as perpetually foreign and unclean - and
signals, incorrectly, that individuals of one ethnicity
are responsible for spreading illness. While US inci-
dents appear to be fewer than in Europe, New York
police said that a man last month chased and beat
an Asian woman wearing
a protective mask on the
subway, calling her “dis-
eased.”

On Thursday, civil
rights groups launched a
site for Asian Americans
to report bias crimes
linked to the pandemic to
see how widespread the
problem has become. The
site received 36 submis-
sions in its first 24 hours,
said Manjusha Kulkarni, executive director of the
Asian Pacific Policy and Planning Council. She
pointed to one incident where a middle school bully
in the Los Angeles area punched an Asian American
classmate in the head some 20 times, accusing him
of carrying the coronavirus, and telling him to “go
back” to China.

Kulkarni said she saw the violence as part of a
wider history in the United States dating back to
the “Yellow Peril,” when suspicions about Asians led
the United States in 1882 to ban all Chinese immi-
gration. “I definitely think it will get worse, partly
because of the president’s relentless effort for
weaponizing hate against communities,” Kulkarni
said. “He has the bully pulpit. With that comes

tremendous power. People listen to him,” she said.

Caught in US-China tensions 
Trump rose to power on vows to keep out Latin

American and Muslim immigrants but has signaled
that his intention in saying “Chinese virus” may be
more about geopolitics. “It’s not racist at all,” he
told a news conference. “It comes from China. I
want to be accurate.” The United States has wide-
ranging tensions with China and Trump voiced
anger over a Beijing official who promoted an
unfounded conspiracy theory that the US military
brought the virus to Wuhan, where cases were first
reported.

China’s foreign ministry has accused Trump of
seeking to shift blame over his own response to the

pandemic. Frank H Wu, a
professor at the University
of California Hastings
College of the Law and
author of “Yellow: Race in
America Beyond Black and
White,” acknowledged
that diseases were long
given geographical names
and said it was fair game
to criticize Beijing’s
actions.

“What’s important here
isn’t the intent. It’s the consequences. And these
words matter, because this is a time of incredible
stress,” Wu said. Wu said that Asian Americans have
long been associated with dirtiness, pointing to
contemporary perceptions of Chinese restaurants.
“Cleanliness has always been a metaphor for
whether you’re a morally deserving, good individual
and part of a good community,” he said. “So this
isn’t actually about just disease and the source of
disease. It’s symbolic of much, much more.”

Targeting Chinese over plague 
In vivid examples of the association of Asian

Americans with disease, authorities in 1900 sealed
off the Chinatowns of both San Francisco and

Honolulu after outbreaks of the bubonic plague.
Charles McClain, a lecturer at the University of
California, Berkeley, School of Law who has written
a book on the history of Chinese Americans’ efforts
against discrimination, said medical professionals at
the time concluded that Asians were more suscepti-
ble to the plague.

“It was a very crowded area,” he said of San
Francisco’s Chinatown. “I don’t think morbidity was
any worse there than it was any other part of the
city. But there was this sort of stereotype that
played a large role in forming opinion.” San
Francisco was eventually forced to end its mandato-
ry quarantine of Chinatown after a court agreed

that authorities needed to prove that Chinese
Americans were more likely to get infected.

While no US officials are suggesting that
Chinese Americans are spreading the coronavirus,
Asian Americans have repeatedly borne the brunt of
wider international tensions. Most notoriously, the
United States detained 120,000 Japanese
Americans in camps during World War II as it ques-
tioned their loyalty. Wu said that Asian Americans
still struggle in not being identified as foreigners.
“You can be an assimilated, English-speaking
Christian who has never been to China and has high
sanitary standards. People still somehow associate
you with dirtiness and disease.”  —AFP

Remark plays into centuries-old stereotypes 

For some Americans, Trump’s 
‘Chinese virus’ has dark echoes

WASHINGTON: Washingtonians and tourists walk on the Mall as most attractions, bars, restaurants
and museums are closed during the outbreak of Coronavirus (Covid-19) in Washington, DC. —AFP

Prisoner swap? 
Iran frees French 
researcher 
PARIS: French researcher Roland Marchal returned
to Paris on Saturday after being imprisoned in Iran
for over nine months, after France released an
Iranian threatened with extradition to the US.
“Roland has returned,” his support group
announced in a short message. He was taken to a
military hospital near Paris for medical tests, a rela-
tive told AFP, adding that the “analyses were good.”
Earlier President Emmanuel Macron announced that
Tehran freed Marchal after France released Iranian
engineer Jallal Rohollahnejad, who is accused in the
US of violating sanctions placed on the country.

Macron “is happy to announce the release of
Roland Marchal, imprisoned in Iran since June 2019”
but he “urges the Iranian authorities to immediately
free” fellow researcher Fariba Adelkhah, his office said.
France has for months demanded that Iran release
Adelkhah and her partner Marchal, who were detained
last year accused of plotting against national security.
Their trial began in early March. Adelkhah is a citizen
of both Iran and France, but Tehran does not recognize
dual nationality.

‘Very happy’ 
Said Dehqan, lawyer for both detainees, told AFP

that Adelkhah was “very happy” about the liberation
of her companion. Iran has in recent months carried
out prisoner exchanges with the US, Australia and
Germany. The Iranian judiciary’s news agency Mizan
Online reported Rohollahnejad had been freed by
France on Friday. Iranian state television showed
images of him hugging members of his family during
an emotional reunion in Tehran. He stood accused in
the United States if trying to smuggle technological
material into Iran in violation of US sanctions. “Thanks
be to god, those days have ended,” Rohollahnejad said
in an interview on Iranian state television. The visibly
emotional Rohollahnejad added that he had been badly
treated while in detention in France. The French Court
of Cassation had on March 11 approved “the request to
extradite Rohollahnejad to the US, but the French gov-
ernment freed him, changing this decision”, it said.

Coronavirus fears 
Adelkhah, 60, an anthropologist and expert on

Shiite Islam, faces charges of “propaganda against
the system” and “colluding to commit acts against
national security”, according to the researchers’
lawyer, said. Her colleague Marchal, 64, a specialist
on East Africa, was accused of the same national
security charge, the lawyer said. Their Paris-based
support group and the French foreign ministry had
sounded the alarm over the health of both

detainees-Adelkhah went on hunger strike for 49
days and Marchal’s health is said to be deteriorating.

The support group has repeatedly said that the
two are innocent of the charges. “We welcome with
relief the arrival of Roland Marchal in Paris after
nearly nine months of arbitrary detention in very
difficult conditions, but only half of the path has
been taken,” said Jean-Francois Bayart, a member
of the committee and a professor at the Geneva-
based Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies. —AFP

A handout photo taken on August 31, 2015 and made
available on March 21, 2020 by Sciences Po shows
French researcher Roland Marchal. _ AFP 

Counting the cost: 
coronavirus puts US 
census in jeopardy 
NEW YORK: Thousands of doors were to be
knocked on, but just a few days into the start of the
US census, the coronavirus pandemic has halted
field operations - threatening the crucial count that
is conducted every ten years. Census workers had
only just begun pounding the streets to inform resi-
dents of the importance of filling out the census
questionnaire when the fast-spreading epidemic led
to the virtual lockdown of America’s cities.

There are fears the outbreak that has killed more
than 12,500 people worldwide will put the results of
the costly census - which requires years of prepara-
tion - into jeopardy. The mammoth count, which
began March 12, is crucial for determining how bil-
lions of dollars of federal funds are allocated and for
deciding how many representatives each state gets
in Congress. This week, the Census Bureau sus-
pended all its field operations until April 1, to avoid

human contact, and said it is considering postpon-
ing the census’s final date of July 31.

‘Serious challenge’ 
“That date can and will be adjusted if necessary

as the situation evolves in order to achieve a com-
plete and accurate count,” it said in a statement. For
the first time, the census - which was last conducted
on 2010 - can be completed online, as well as by
phone or email. But face-to-face contact is required
to count about a quarter of the US population of
327 million, according to census expert Terri Ann
Lowenthal. “This is a very serious challenge to an
already challenged census,” Lowenthal told AFP,
referring to the suspension of the fieldwork. Other
challenges include holding the count during a noisy
election campaign and the government’s attempt to
include a citizenship question, which the Supreme
Court struck down, she said.

Thousands of census workers will be required to
count people living on the streets and in shelters,
migrant workers, nursing home residents and those
who live in mobile homes: anyone who may not have
received the form in the mail. They will also have to
knock at non-responding addresses, which usually

comprise around ten percent of the population.
“They might have difficulty retaining enough census
takers who are willing to knock on doors, if the
spread of the virus doesn’t slow down,” said
Lowenthal. —AFP

WASHINGTON: Washingtonians and tourists walk
around the tidal basin to see this years Cherry
Blossom’s despite the outbreak of Coronavirus,
COVID-19, and the social distancing recommendations
by the authorities.  —AFP
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Coronavirus 
challenges US 
military machine 
WASHINGTON: The US retreat from Afghanistan is
delayed, troops have pulled back from Iraq, crucial
readiness exercises are cancelled, and soldiers are con-
fined to bases: coronavirus is handicapping the world’s
most powerful military. The Pentagon this week admit-
ted that the global pandemic is a formidable foe like
none other that it has confronted. Proud of its ability to

project force to the furthest corners of the globe and to
react instantly to any threat, the US military has been
forced to curb operations and promote social distanc-
ing to ensure its two million-plus active and reserve
fighting force, along with hundreds of thousands of
civilian employees, stay healthy.

The usually crowded halls of the Pentagon have
thinned, with thousands told to work from home — a
shift that has introduced new security challenges.
Secretary of Defense Mark Esper and his deputy sec-
retary, David Norquist, and their staffs are no longer
meeting in person, to ensure at least one national leader
and his team stays healthy. Despite dozens of coron-
avirus cases striking military personnel on bases and at
least three on naval ships, Esper said this week that

there was no reduction in the readiness of US troops to
respond to threats. “Mission number one for the United
States military remains ensuring that the American peo-
ple, the country and our interests abroad are protected.
I can assure the American people we are well on top of
that,” he said on Fox News.

But regular operations have been disrupted. The
Central Command, which oversees operations in the
Middle East, said it is “redeploying” troops from Iraq
and Syria. “To prevent potential spread of COVID-
19, the Iraqi Security Forces have suspended all
training. As a result, the Coalition will temporarily
return some of its training-focused forces to their
own countries in the coming days and weeks,”
Centcom said in a statement. —AFP


